
(Monitor part #MK10J) 10” LED backlit LCD panel for longer life and high resolution.  Built-in quad 
multiplexer offering many viewing layouts from 1 to four cameras.  4 Camera inputs (audio and video) 
with color-coded trigger wires making it easy to add your choice of Verity side cameras, interior 
cameras, or forward-facing cameras.  SM10J system comes with (1) night vision camera.  
Auto-dimming monitor screen and buttons are designed for commercial use.    
High contrast level of 400:1, made more advanced with a brightness level of: 4500 cd/m. 
Power supply rating: 12V~24 V DC with reverse polarity protection. 
System format is NTSC/PAL/AUTO allowing for domestic and export use.  
Easy to use on-screen menu helping to prevent improper adjustment of functions.  
Back-up guidelines can be on/off.  
Multi-languages including, Spanish and French. 
Image can flip horizontally (mirrored/unmirrored) or vertically. Operation temperatures: -30°~70°C 
Storage temperature: -40°~80°C 
Includes 65’ camera extension cable with water-proof aviation plugs. 

The “J” Series has had a 0.024 issue rate over past 6 years-combined. 
Backed by our 24/7 tech support for fleets and OEMs 

 

                               

 

Camera Part #C001J 
Built-in waterproof microphone 
Viewing angle: 130° (To meet FMVS111 requirements, request C300P camera) 
Waterproof: IP69K for extreme environment and/or pressure washing    
Format is NTSC to ensure proper images with USA formatted DVRs 
Aluminum housing waterproof with UV protective coating. 
Resolution: 600TV Lines / Effective pixel: 510 × 492 
Illumination: 0 Lux (20 high flood output IR LEDs for broad view night vision) 
Shockproof: 10G 
Power supply: DC 12V (powered by monitor) 
 

10-inch Digital Screen with ultra-clear image.  View 4 cameras at once 
in “Quad View” or many other combinations.  This monitor has proven 
track record in the cabs of firetrucks and often utilized as job monitoring 
systems.   In quad view, your images are large and clear. 
 

 

MONITOR SPECIFICATIONS MK10J 

CAMERA SPECIFICATIONS C001J 

ADD100Z 

Aluminum Camera Cover 

Available for  

C & J -series Cameras 

SM10J Quad Monitor System 

Includes 1 C001J camera 
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